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Machine Intelligence refers to the interplay between Artificial Intelligence, 
Machine Learning and Cognitive Computing

Machine Intelligence – A pragmatic view

These three disciplines are very broad and specific capabilities are not interchangeable

Artificial
Intelligence

Learn through interaction
with humans

Identify patterns and 
extrapolate for prediction

Use data & predictions to 
reason about decision making

Cognitive
Computing

Machine
Learning
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Balanced projects' portfolio between productive solutions, PoCs, feasibility check for 
new requests and R&D activities

Pipeline overview
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We provide three platforms for our productive solutions

Productive solutions

ADAPT is a scalable platform that uses 
machine learning to automate
repetitive document processing tasks

Insights Re is a document enrichment
platform powered by semantic search 
and AI capabilities

Pythia is a scalable platform which 
enables to rapidly deploy models and 
visualizations

• Smart automation (claims’ 
processing, contract intelligence, 
submissions’ processing)

• Document intelligence (classification, 
summarisation, search)

• Information retrieval

• Predictive modelling using state-
of-the-art machine learning (e.g. 
Data Robot)



A few examples from our pipeline activities

Projects, early stage, R&D - examples

Early stage R&DProjects

Darwin – External Investment Mandates Claims to Contracts
Domain-specific 

word/sentence/document embedding
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Swiss Re

Web 
companies

..somewhere
in between

big data

Methodologies

Rules, ontologies, 
causal/explanatory models

Machine learning, AI, 
data-driven, black-box

small data

really big
data

Different Machine Intelligence methods have different relevance depending on the 
amount and type of data available for analysis

Data vs methods



A potential cultural clash



Machine Intelligence: 
science and not magic

Even if sometimes it seems magic, 
Machine Intelligence is scientific and 
deterministic

Many problems can be solved with MI 
and many more will be addressable in 
the future with the evolution of MI

MI emulates some results of human 
cognitive process with approaches and 
methods that are different from the 
ones of the human brain



MI solves business problems

MI needs human intelligence and 
human knowledge to be successfully 
applied to real problems

To implement a solution based on MI, 
you need experts, time, analysis and 
work like in every other complex 
knowledge task

Not all the use cases that seem a very 
good match for MI are cost effective

«Genius is one percent inspiration and 
ninety-nine percent perspiration»



MI techniques

There are many techniques (like 
machine learning) that can be used in 
MI to implement a solution but they are 
tools and not the end

Typically, the best way to decide which 
way to go is to start with a Proof of 
Concept (PoC) as we did with Swiss Re

The best approach is an open platform 
like COGITO, to integrate different 
techniques and algorithms at the core 
level and to use services at higher levels



The importance of Knowledge 
Graph for MI

Not reinventing the wheel is one of the 
secret of the success from thousands of 
years of human evolution

MI needs knowledge and the best way 
to store and use it is the Knowledge 
Graph, perfect for ontologies too

Knowledge Graphs can be enriched 
manually, automatically or combining 
the two and both provider and 
customer can do it



COGITO Knowledge Graph

More than 400.000 core concepts and 
millions of relations for the core 
knowledge about the world and the 
language

Out-of-the- box extensions to cover 
Finance, Insurance, Intelligence, Life 
science, Energy, News and other 
vertical domains (millions of 
concepts/entities)

Focus for the future: easier 
maintenance, richer automatic learning, 
faster partial reuse



Hints for successful MI

A bit of healthy skepticism is always a 
good start to set the right expectations 
for MI

Have confidence in the value of MI 
and of experience: sometimes road is 
windy and a bit long but at the end the 
results are real, solid and measurable

Prefer a gradual approach: targeting   
a step-by-step implementation of MI 
solutions is often the best recipe for 
success
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